Experimental Proof for the Role of Nonlinear Photoionization in Plasmonic Phototherapy.
Targeting individual cells within a heterogeneous tissue is a key challenge in cancer therapy, encouraging new approaches for cancer treatment that complement the shortcomings of conventional therapies. The highly localized interactions triggered by focused laser beams promise great potential for targeting single cells or small cell clusters; however, most laser-tissue interactions often involve macroscopic processes that may harm healthy nearby tissue and reduce specificity. Specific targeting of living cells using femtosecond pulses and nanoparticles has been demonstrated promising for various potential therapeutic applications including drug delivery via optoporation, drug release, and selective cell death. Here, using an intense resonant femtosecond pulse and cell-specific gold nanorods, we show that at certain irradiation parameters cell death is triggered by nonlinear plasmonic photoionization and not by thermally driven processes. The experimental results are supported by a physical model for the pulse-particle-medium interactions. A good correlation is found between the calculated total number and energy of the generated free electrons and the observed cell death, suggesting that femtosecond photoionization plays the dominant role in cell death.